Con A cytotoxicity: a model for the study of key signaling steps leading to lymphocyte apoptosis in AIDS?
Lymphocytes respond to mitogens, viruses and other activation agents with hydrogen peroxide or reactive oxygen bursts which may originate at or near the cell membrane. It has been shown that a very small increase in the ratio of Con A cells results in a rapid switchover from mitogenicity to cytotoxicity. It is hypothesized that the change from mitogenicity to cytotoxicity correlates with the strength and duration of the hydrogen peroxide or reactive oxygen bursts which in turn depends on the number of molecules of the activation agent bound per cell. This hypothesis is presented and discussed in the context of the apoptosis (programmed cell death) and pro-oxidant-antioxidant hypothesis of CD4+ T-cell and B-cell subpopulation depletion in AIDS.